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Plan a virtual, interactive flower arranging workshop
using 100% real flowers preserved to last 2 years 

 P R I V A T E  E V E N T S

P E T A L + E O N
Express yourself through flowers



At Petal+Eon, we believe that everyone deserves to create a floral arrangement that is
uniquely expressive of their own personality. With the help of our patented technology,
everyone in your group will be able to create a floral arrangement that is distinctly
unique, using real flowers that have been preserved to last up to two years.

We offer one-of-kind, LIVE virtual flower
arranging workshops that are perfect for group
bonding. Our expert hosts will guide your guests
in creating a beautiful floral arrangement made
with 100% real, preserved flowers - no special
skills required. 

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE DO

WHY PETAL+EON? 

Our preserved flowers are eco-friendly,
require no ongoing maintenance (e.g. no

sun or watering), and can last up to 2
years both in and out of the box

P R E S E R V E D  P E T A L S

Our hands-on flower arranging
workshops - led by trained florists - are
both calming and collaborative, thus

perfect for group bonding

T E A M - B U I L D I N G

All floral kits are shipped directly to
each participant’s door. And because we

only use 100% real preserved flowers,
the kits can be shipped in advance

G L O B A L  S H I P P I N G

In 45-55 minutes, everyone in your
group will create their own floral

arrangement AND will learn about
flowers in a fun, interactive environment 

U N I Q U E  E X P E R I E N C E



HOW OUR EVENTS WORK Step By Step
First things first - you decide who you want to invite! Then, we work with you
to schedule a date & time for an online session hosted by one of our trained
florists. Sessions will be held via Zoom or an online platform of your choice.

Not interested in a Custom Landing Page? That's ok! We have a form where
you can pick the size and style of your arrangement for your whole group, as
well as input shipping information directly and pay for everyone. For this
option, please visit www.petaleon.com/organize and fill out the DIY form.
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As a complementary service, we can create a Custom Landing Page for your
event, where everyone in your party can choose their own floral arrangement,
input their shipping addresses directly, and pay. For this option, please visit
www.petaleon.com/organize and fill out the form for a Custom Landing Page.

Once all the information and payment have been received, we will ship each
guest their floral kit (inclusive of flowers AND vase). Petal+Eon will also
provide UPS/FedEx tracking numbers if requested. Finally, we will send you the
Zoom link for your virtual floral arranging workshop.
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The last step is - enjoy the workshop! Bring your floral kit, a nice drink and
we’ll take care of the rest. At the end of the workshop, everyone in your
group will have created an arrangement that will last for two years, and
memories for even longer!



M E D I U M - S I Z E

R O M A N  C A N D L E  

S T A N D A R D  - S I Z E

TYPES OF FLORAL KITS Three Price Options

What's included in each floral kit?
All of our floral kits come with a beautiful vase and three types of preserved flowers.
Depending on the size of the arrangement you select, you will receive anywhere from 1 – 3
roses (thrillers), a handful of hydrangeas (spillers), and a curated selection of decorative
flowers (fillers). 

Medium-Size: 
3 large roses

$91 per person

Standard-Size: 
1 large rose & 2 small roses

$65 per person

Roman Candle: 
1 large rose

$45 per person

For Corporate Events, the Medium-Size is recommended. However, regardless of the floral
kit selected, the duration of the workshop will be the same (45-55 minutes).

We offer standard UPS Ground shipping to anywhere in the continental U.S. for $11.00 for
each unique shipping address (up to 8 kits per address, then $11 for every additional 8 kits).

How are the flowers preserved?
After being picked at peak bloom, the flowers are submerged
in a glycerin/silica solution for approximately 2 weeks. As each
floral kit includes 12+ different types of flowers, different
techniques are required to preserve each flower at its best.

At Petal-Eon, we only use 100% real flowers that have been
preserved to last up to two years. That means you can re-
arrange your arrangement as many times as you like - without
worrying about any ongoing maintenance. How easy is that?



COLOR SCHEMES & VASE STYLES
We give you the choice of the preferred color for your arrangement, as well as the
vase (depending on the size of the floral kit selected). However, as each floral kit
comes with numerous decorative flowers in various colors, every arrangement ends
up being unique!

Roman Candle: One-size only
Standard-Size: Rose Gold Bowl, White Cube, Black Cube, Glass Globe
Medium-Size: Rose Gold Bowl, White Cube, Black Cube

Vase Options by Floral Kit:



How it
Works:

Similar to the virtual floral arranging workshops, we will work
with you to choose a date and time that works best for your
party. The additional step is choosing the place! Once these
details are confirmed, you will proceed with filling out one of the
two forms mentioned previously (Custom Landing Page or DIY).
The day of the workshop, our trained florist will arrive on-site 
 with all the ordered floral kits.  The actual workshop will be
similar in time and structure to the virtual workshops, but with
more hands-on interaction and group collaboration!

As the world begins to go back to “normal,” so is Petal+Eon. We are re-launching our
in-person workshops for private events only (for an additional fee, starting at $150).

IN-PERSON WORKSHOPS

Where: NYC, Long Island, New Jersey, Philadelphia, CT (more cities will
be added soon!)

For additional information, please contact us at info@petaleon.com



QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Workshop FAQ

When should I start planning the workshop?

Of course! We can provide you with the option to add a surcharge per floral
kit in order to raise funds for your charity / non-for-profit of choice. Also, we
can work with you to bring a guest speaker to the workshop
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Anyone you want! Our workshops can host anywhere from 3 - 100 people, and
each person can have their own shipping address. We even ship floral kits
internationally

Absolutely not! Any and all people are welcome to join our workshops - we
even host workshops for 7-year olds! Our trained florists will provide you with
all the hands-on instruction you need to create a beatufiul arrangement
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5 Men are encouraged to join our workshops! In our experience, we have found
that floral arranging is definitely NOT just for the ladies - men really enjoy
creating a lasting memory and gift for a significant other

We recommend you plan at least 10 days in advance (which gives us time to ship
all participants their floral kits). Additionally, make sure you have a time slot of
45-55 minutes available for your preferred date/time

Who can I invite?

Can I make this a fundraising event?

Are any special skills required?

Can men participate in the workshops?

That depends on you - the organizer. If you wish, you can can pay for all your
guests upfront. However, you can also create a Custom Landing Page and
share the link with your guests, so they can choose their own floral kit and pay
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That also depends on you - the organizer. If you wish, you can select the type
of arrangement and vase for your entire party. However, you can also allow
everyone in your group to choose their own via your Custom Landing Page
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Does each guest pay separately?

Can everyone choose their own floral kit?
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“Working with Petal+Eon could not be a more seamless and
stress-free experience… Our guests were thrilled and it was just
the collaborative social event our colleagues needed for a
team building experience. I highly recommend Petal+Eon and
look forward to working with them in the future.” 
- Antonio M., Mercer Consulting

“FTI Consulting’s Women Initiative had a great event with
Petal+Eon! Petal+Eon was incredibly prepared with a large
variety of flowers and plants. This was a fun event and we
would love to partner with Petal+Eon again in the future!” 
- Danielle E., FTI Consulting 

“More fun than anyone on our team could have expected.
Somehow building the floral arrangements was calming and
meditative while also being exciting and stimulating.” 
- Cicely B., The Mission Continues 

"This was so easy, and I didn't realize just how easy it was until
I started doing it. You can't do it wrong and it's so much fun." 
- Natalie B. 

“Everyone RAVED about Petal+Eon." 
- Stephanie H., Facebook 

TESTIMONIALS
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